Abstract. Aiming at the difficulty in the high-precision timing synchronization of MSK signal in low frequency communication system, this paper analyzed and compared several timing synchronization methods and timing parameter estimation algorithms, and proposed an improved timing synchronization method combining ML forward estimation and feedback loop. According to the simulation result, compared with traditional feedback algorithms, the improved synchronous method has advantages in such aspects as capture time and estimation accuracy.
Introduction
In the low frequency communication system, in order to precisely receive the sent information data, the signal should be sampled with the same use frequency as symbol rate at the outgoing end of the matched filter of demodulator. Meanwhile, the sample should be also taken when the output signal of matched filter reaches the maximum value in the duration of corresponding code element. Therefore, the performance of timing synchronization will directly influence the demodulation and sampling of received signal at the receiving end. To the low frequency communication system adopting MSK modulation system, the MSK signal has the virtue of phase continuation, and there is no obvious amplitude of variation between the adjacent code elements. Thus, it is relatively difficult to realize timing synchronization.
At present, in terms of MSK signal timing information extraction, there are such main timing parameter estimation algorithms as those based on signal autocorrelation and those based on the Maximum Likelihood Estimation Criterion1-3. According to different timing synchronization structures, there are generally two methods of realizing timing synchronization: one is to adopt the feedback system, as shown in Fig 1. Through the feedback loop, the timing error message can be extracted to control the digital-controlled oscillator, the dynamic regulation of sampling time can be realized through iteration, and the best sampling value can be recovered through interpolation. Another method is to adopt forward system, as shown in Fig 2. The timing error estimated value can be calculated through timing parameter estimation algorithm, and the output of matched filter can be corrected through interpolation. The former adopts the feedback structure, featuring low realizing complexity; thus, when the estimation becomes stable, high precision of the general timing error estimation and good tracking performance will be realized. The latter adopts feed forward structure, featuring fast capture time since it is only connected with the observing time of code element and computation complexity of algorithm. However, under the requirement of high estimated accuracy, the computation will be quite complex.
Common Timing Synchronization Methods and Their Problems
The timing parameter estimation algorithm based on Maximum Likelihood Criterion is to establish the likelihood function of received signal about delay error  in the Gaussian white noise environment, and then make the maximum  of likelihood function result in the maximum likelihood estimation of estimated parameter through searching. The essence of this algorithm is to think about the probability density function ( ) p r  of received signal ( ) r t in the condition of assuming the timing error  is given; thus, the  that can make ( ) p r  acquire the maximum value is the estimated value of time-delay parameter  . The literature 4 proposed a maximum-likelihood decision-directed timing estimation algorithm suitable for CPM signal; however, the given likelihood function has the problem of multiple peak values, causing the phenomenon of fake lock and high computation complexity.
The timing parameter estimation algorithm based on autocorrelation function takes advantage of the feature of MSK signal carrier phase, conduct such nonlinear operations as squaring the received signal as well as multiplying complex conjugate and delivering between adjacent code elements, directly eliminate the influence of carrier frequency deviation component v and phase offset component  , and establish the cost function about time delay  , so as to effectively and approximately solve the parameters to be estimated though harmonic expansion combined with the feature that cost function is a time domain periodic function. This kind of algorithm has advantages such as fast rate of convergence, low computation complexity and independent of carrier synchronization; nevertheless, its tolerance for noise is quite low. When the received signal becomes low signal to noise ratio, the timing estimated performance will be poor.
A.N.D'Andrea proposed the forth-order nonlinear timing synchronization algorithm5, a feedback timing error estimation method independent of carrier synchronization and easy for digital implementation. It can run without the help of data aid and decision feedback as well as the influence of carrier frequency offset and phase offset. What's more, it has a pretty good synchronization performance toward binary MSK signal. In the feedback structure of this algorithm, the signal sampling value after timing recovery will be taken as the input signal of timing error detector (TED). The function of TED is to generate the error signal ( ) k  to demonstrate the change direction of the difference value between time delay  and estimated value, and then dynamically adjust the timing estimated value with loop cycle.
Such kind of feedback loop takes advantage of interpolation method to realize timing parameter estimation and timing recovery, and its composition is shown in Fig 3. Feedback loop includes interpolation filter and timing control loop. As an important component of the whole loop, interpolation filter adopts interpolation to recover the sampling value at the best sampling time from sample sequence. Timing control loop, including timing error detector, loop filter and controller, provides timing parameter to interpolation filter and confirms the basic point of interpolation and the weight of signal at different moment when outputting interpolation. 
Improved Timing Synchronization Algorithm Based on ML Pre-estimation
According to the simulation, four-order nonlinear feedback timing algorithm can make a precise estimation of timing error in the pretty low signal to noise ratio. There are mainly three factors influencing the performance of this algorithm. One is the signal to noise ratio of received signal, whose convergence precision will be influenced by additive noise. One is the selection of loop gain, which mainly refers to the selection of loop filter. The convergence rate and precision are both controlled by loop gain. The larger the loop gain, the higher the convergence rate and the lower the convergence precision; vice versa. However, they will both lead to unreliable timing synchronization. Another is the selection of initial time-delay estimation. Since the timing parameter cannot be estimated at the initial moment, the initial time-delay estimation is often set as 0. Therefore, when the timing parameter estimation is correct, more iteration time is required for algorithm convergence.
Aiming at this problem, on the basis of the advantages and disadvantages of forward and feedback algorithms, this paper hereby propose a timing parameter estimation algorithm combining both forward estimation algorithm and feedback structure, and the functional block diagram is shown as Fig 4. Given the low SNR threshold and pretty accurate estimation of ML forward algorithm, it is used to pre-estimate timing error, and the estimated value will be iterated as the initial value of time delay in the feedback loop. In this way, quick synchronization acquisition can be realized, so as to solve the target problem. In addition, this method can avoid the potential possibility of "hang-up" phenomenon and enhance the reliability of synchronization. 
Selection of Interpolation Filter
At present, common interpolation filters are polynomial-based, such as common linear interpolation, piecewise parabola interpolation and classical Lagrange interpolation7, etc., and are often simple-designed, easy for Farrow structure to realize. Farrow structure generally includes L+1 N-length FIR filters. L refers to the number of interpolation, and N refers to the length of impulse response. In addition, all the filter coefficients are only associated with fractional space uk; therefore, interpolated value can be directly calculated with time-varying parameter uk in each interpolation. Since the calculation of filter coefficients is omitted, the realization can be simplified, which is conductive to the immediate processing of signals.
The key to the design of Farrow interpolation filter lies in determining reasonable and effective multinomial coefficients. The literature8 offers a typical N spot sample set Lagrange interpolation formula:
In order to reduce the complexity of computation and realization, the sampling point N of Lagrange interpolation filter should be 4, and the interpolation function design should be normalized time-delay quadratic polynomial; then the coefficient should be: 
Comparison of Timing Parameter Estimation Algorithm

1) Changes of Time Delay Estimation Mean Square Error with Iterations
In order to compare the changes of normalized mean square error with iterations of improved algorithm and original four-order nonlinear algorithm as well as analyze the relationship between the capture time and estimated accuracy of the two feedback algorithms, I set the SNR as 5dB and 20dB respectively. The simulation result is as shown in Fig 5, in which each point refers to the statistical average of 400 trails. 
(a) Eb/No= 5 dB, normalized frequency offset = 0.1 (b) Eb/No= 20 dB, normalized frequency offset = 0.1 Figure 5 . The relationship between timing variance and iteration number.
According to Figure 5 , the feedback timing parameter estimation algorithm which takes ML pre-estimated value as iterated initial value demonstrates excellent synchronization performance in synchronization acquisition. Its mean square error is almost the same as the performance at stable stage. However, it will take longer iteration time for the estimated performance of four-order nonlinear algorithm reaches stable. Obviously, at the initial phase, the result of demodulation and decoding of received signal is unsatisfactory. Also, in the light of Figure 5 , with the decreasing of SNR, the error span of steady-state timing jitter becomes larger. This problem can be solved through adjusting loop filter coefficient.
2) Changes of Time Delay Estimation Mean Square Error with Signal to Noise Ratio
In order to compare the variation trend of the steady-state normalized time delay mean square error with SNR of ML forward algorithm, four-order nonlinear algorithm and improved algorithm, the paper analyzed the estimated accuracy and anti-noise-interference performance of those three algorithms in different SNR. Simulation parameters are set as follows: sample sequence length ; symbol sampling frequency ; normalized timing delay ; and define normalized mean square error as to conduct Monte Carlo circular probability statistics for 500 times. The simulation results are as shown in Table 2 . 6.3385e -6 2.6611e -6
1.1395e -6 According to Table 2 , with the increasing of SNR, the stable-state estimated accuracy of these three algorithms increases, and the MSE statistics of improved algorithm demonstrates a dramatic decline with SNR.
Performance Analysis of Timing Recovery
In order to analyze the synchronization performance of improved timing synchronization method, I conducted coherent demodulation and sampling decision on non-frequency-offset signal after timing recovery and error rate performance. The result is as shown in Fig 6 . According to Figure 6 , the adopted timing synchronization method is similar to error-rate curve under ideal condition. It can reach ideal results and is able to realize the timing recovery of LF received signal in low SNR.
Summary
Based on the analysis and comparison of various timing synchronization methods and timing parameter estimation algorithms, aiming at the problem of capture time's limit on the estimated accuracy of four-order nonlinear feedback algorithm, this paper propose an improved timing method which combines ML forward estimation and feedback loop. In addition, performance simulation is conducted in the condition of selecting the polynomial-based interpolation filter. According to the simulation result, compared with traditional feedback algorithms, the improved synchronization method has advantage in such aspects as capture time and estimated accuracy, and is more suitable for LF communication system.
